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Using BDMP (Boolean logic Driven Markov Processes) ® for multi-state system analysis Marc Bouissou EDF R&D [email protected]



Abstract BDMP were originally created in 2002 to facilitate the specification and solving of very large continuous time Markov chains. Just like a fault-tree, a BDMP is built starting from a single, Boolean top event. The aim of this paper is to show that, through the definition of "observation functions", BDMP can be turned into Markov reward processes, allowing to assess the performability of multi-state systems. This ability is illustrated by the resolution of a simple test-case, known in the literature as the MINIPLANT test-case [3].



1. Main characteristics of BDMP The general idea of BDMP, as suggested by their name, is to associate a Markov process (which represents the behaviour of a component or a subsystem) to each leaf of a fault-tree. This fault-tree is the structure function of the system. What is really new with BDMP is that: 



the basic Markov processes have two "modes", corresponding to the fact that the components/subsystems that they model are required or are in standby (of course, they can also have only one mode, and the meaning of the modes may be different in some cases),  at any time, the choice of the mode of one of the Markov processes (unless it is independent) depends on the value of a Boolean function of other processes. An extreme case is when the processes are independent. This corresponds to a fault-tree, the leaves of which are associated to independent Markov processes.



A BDMP (F, r, T, (Pi)) is made of: a multi-top coherent fault-tree F, a main top event r of F, a set of triggers T, a set of "triggered Markov processes" Pi associated to the basic events (i.e. the leaves) of F, the definition of two categories of states for the processes Pi. A trigger is represented graphically with a dotted line. The first element of a trigger is called its origin, and the second element is called its target. Two triggers must not have the same target. r
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Figure 1: A simple BDMP This means that it is sometimes necessary to create an additional gate (like G1 in Fig. 1) whose only function is to define the origin of a trigger. Fig. 1 is an example of graphical representation of all the notions of BDMP. In this example, we have a fault-tree with two tops: r (the main one) and G1. The basic events are f1, f2, f3, and f4: they can belong to one of the two standard triggered Markov processes defined below. There is only one trigger, from G1 to G2. Definition of a "triggered Markov process" (we have such a process Pi associated to each basic event i of the fault-tree).



Pi is the following set of elements:
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(t ), Z 1i (t ) are two homogeneous Markov processes with discrete state spaces. For k ∈{ 0,1} , the state
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space of Z (t ) is



Aki . For each Aki we will need to refer to a part Fki of the state space Aki . In general,



Fki will correspond to failure states of the component or subsystem modeled by the process Pi . f 0i→1 and f 1i→ 0 are two probability transfer functions defined as follows: for any



x ∈ A0i , f 0i→1 ( x) is a probability distribution on A1i , such that if x ∈ F0i , then



Pr( f 0i→1 ( x ) ∈ F1i ) = 1 for any



x ∈ A1i , f 1i→0 ( x ) is a probability distribution on A0i , such that if x ∈ F1i , then



Pr( f 1i→ 0 ( x ) ∈ F0i ) = 1 Such a process is said to be "triggered" because it switches instantaneously from one of its modes to the other, via the relevant transfer function, according to the state of some externally defined Boolean variable, called "process selector". The process selectors are defined by means of triggers. The function of a trigger is to modify the mode of the processes associated to the leaves in the sub-tree under its target when the event that is the origin of the trigger changes from FALSE to TRUE (or conversely). The exact definition of the semantics of a BDMP (in particular when there are several triggers) is too complex to be given in the present paper; it can be found in [1], with the explanation of the remarkable ability of BDMP to reduce combinatorial explosion problems in the solving process. We give hereafter the two standard triggered Markov processes that are most often used in BDMP.



1.1 The warm standby repairable leaf This process is used to model a component that can fail both when it is in standby and when it works (this mode corresponds to a process selector equal to 1), but with different failure rates. This component can be repaired whatever its mode. When λs = 0 , the model represents in fact a cold standby repairable component. The transfer functions simply state that when the value of the process selector changes, the component goes from state Standby to Working (or vice-versa) or remains in Failure state with certainty. λs µ
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f 0→1 ( S ) = {Pr(W ) = 1,Pr( F ) = 0} ,



f 0→1 ( F ) = {Pr( F ) = 1,Pr(W ) = 0}



f 1→0 (W ) = {Pr( S ) = 1,Pr( F ) = 0} ,



f 1→0 ( F ) = {Pr( F ) = 1, Pr( S ) = 0}



1.2 The on-demand repairable failure leaf This model is used to represent an “on-demand” failure that can happen (with probability γ) when the process selector changes from state 0 to state 1. µ
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f 0→1 (W ) = { Pr(W ) = 1 − γ , Pr( F ) = γ } ,



f 1→0 (W ) = {Pr(W ) = 1,Pr( F ) = 0} ,
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Process 1



f 0→1 ( F ) = {Pr( F ) = 1,Pr(W ) = 0}



f 1→0 ( F ) = {Pr( F ) = 1,Pr(W ) = 0}



2. Observation functions: turning BDMP into Markov reward processes So far, BDMP have been used at EDF to carry out many dependability studies of reconfigurable (and, most of the time also repairable) systems, with dozens of components. These systems are either parts of nuclear power plants, or electrical distribution systems. The standard definition of BDMP was sufficient



to allow the reliability and availability assessment of such systems, for which it was easy to define a Boolean undesirable event. To go further and assess multi-state system performability, something new was needed: observation functions. The idea of observation functions is quite simple. A BDMP is a way to specify the behaviour of a system, taking into account all kinds of dependencies between its components. For a multi-state system, the top of the BDMP represents the worst possible situation: for a production system, it would be a null production. One can define two kinds of observation functions based on a BDMP: - state functions, which are any function of the states of the triggered processes associated to the leaves of the BDMP. An example of such function is the instantaneous production of a system (cf. following sections for an example) - impulse functions, which are any function of the number of firings of the transitions associated to the triggered processes. An example of such a function is the acquisition cost of new components used to replace failed components. Observation functions can sometimes be simply (possibly non coherent) Boolean functions of the states of the leaves of the BDMP. Ref. [2] explains how this can be useful when using BDMP as a replacement for event-trees.



3. The MINIPLANT test-case The aim of this case is to test the ability of software tools to calculate time-dependent and steady-state performance measures for a multi-state system. The system is an aggregation of elementary and nested sub-systems: a basic component (A), a parallel sub-system and a k out of n sub-system. The parallel subsystem consists of four components: C1, C2, D1 and D2. C2 is a standby redundancy for C1: it is supposed to function only when C1 is down. D1 and D2 are redundant and both operating. The k out of n sub-system consists of eight identical components (E1, E2, ..., E7, E8) and it operates if at least six out of eight components are operating. The parallel sub-system consists of two 40-percent-capacity components: C1, C2 and two 30-percent-capacity components: D1, D2. The k out of n sub-system consists of eight identical 15-percent-capacity components (E1, E2, ..., E7, E8). An X-percent-capacity operating component allows X% of the plant nominal flow to transit when it works and 0 when it is failed. For parallel sub-systems, capacities add up but if there is more than 100%, the capacity is limited to 100%. Moreover, for the 6 out of 8 sub-system, if the sum of capacities is below 90 percent, the subsystem is considered to be out of order and therefore its global capacity is 0. The 6 out of 8 sub-system is the only one for which such a threshold exists. For a series assembly of sub-systems, the global capacity is the minimum of individual sub-system capacities. E1
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Figure 2: The MINIPLANT test-case: system structure The diagram of Figure 2 represents the system structure. The percentages represent the nominal capacities of the components. Each component has two possible states, up and down, except for C2, which has three states : standby (in this state, no failure is possible), up and down. The instantaneous output (at time t) of the system is given by the following expression, which takes into account every assumption stated so far (time t, implicit everywhere, is omitted for clarity): c(t) = min(c(A), min(c(C1) + c(C2), 40%) + c(D1) + c(D2), c(E)) where c(E) = min(100%, Σ Ei) if Σ Ei> 90% (i.e. if at least 6 of the Ei function) and c(E) = 0 otherwise.



There are two maintenance policies to be considered (with or without limitation of repair resources), and for each one of them, two sets of reliability data. There are thus 4 versions of the problem to be solved. Their complete definition can be found in [3].



4. Solving MINIPLANT with a BDMP and observation functions BDMP are fully supported by the KB3-BDMP tool (http://rdsoft.edf.fr). The four versions of the MINIPLANT test-case can be input using variants of the model graphically represented in Figure 3, directly copied and pasted from this tool. If the number of repairmen specified in the objects Rep_xx are sufficient, each leaf of this BDMP behaves exactly like the triggered Markov process represented in section 1.1: there are no dependencies due to repair resources limitation. But if the repairmen numbers are set to 1, this creates dependencies within each subsystem. The continuous time Markov chain specified by this BDMP can easily be completed by the definition of the capacity function given in section 3, which assigns a capacity to every possible state of the global Markov process. This enables the calculation of the mean capacity at a given time, or during a given time interval (by Monte Carlo simulation or matrix calculations). The mean cost of repairs (for example) could be calculated via an impulse observation function based on the number of repair events for each kind of component.
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Figure 3: A BDMP representing the MNIPLANT test-case



5. Conclusion MINIPLANT is a test-case of small size, but its features are quite representative of a large number of real world multi-state systems. Its resolution via a BDMP demonstrated how this formalism can constitute the basis of a Markov reward model, thanks to the definition of observation functions. All kinds of performability measures can then be calculated by these means. This resolution method would scale up nicely to real size systems, at least with Monte Carlo simulation as quantification method, since the model size and the calculation time would grow approximately linearly with the size of the system. The limitations of this approach are: the fact that the system must have a static structure (the components do not move, are not created and destroyed…) and the fact that it must "behave in a coherent way". What this means is that taking the worst case as the top event of the BDMP implicitly defines the whole "strategy" the system adopts in presence of any combination of components' failures.
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